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Latest Attractions in Vinayak Nagar. Vinayak Nagar, HALLS
OF MAYAMASRI. SHARE: Hindustan Petroleum Ltd (HPCL) in
India has tapped into a 3 trillion - 6 trillion cubic feet (Tcf)
large gas reservoir at its Orissa assets. one of the world's
strongest bond and derivative markets across different
tÂ .Q: Create overloaded functions with user input in C I

am working on an assignment in C where we are required
to create two functions that are overloaded. One function
has no user input and it is considered the "main" function.
Then we are supposed to create another function that has

user input in it and the user is required to enter in what
type of input they want. So it will look like this: double

main_function(char input1, char input2); Then the other
function will be: double other_function(char input1, char
input2, int input3); I have already created main_function
that takes no parameters. But I am struggling on how to
create a new function that accepts user input. I've been
trying to figure out how to work with getchar, but I am
having no luck. I know how to create a simple switch

statement, and I know how to declare a variable. I just
can't figure it out how to put it all together. A: You could

create two functions that each accepts a single char
parameter, one as a main function and the other as a user

function. char mainFunction(char input); char
otherFunction(char input, char another_input); void
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mainFunction(char input) { // Main function here } void
otherFunction(char input, char another_input) { // For user
input } Alternatively you could declare these functions as

prototypes and then use them in main as main() { //
Function 1 mainFunction(input1); // Function 2

otherFunction(input1, input2); // You could avoid the
following by using functions in func()

mainFunction(input2); otherFunction(input1, input2); }
Another option would be to wrap all your input reading
code in a function that takes a parameter of type char
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